Aesthetically Pleasing • No Offensive Odors • Less Land Required • Low Maintenance • Above or Below Ground Installation • Energy Efficient • BNR Compliant • Complete Automation • Exceeds EPA Standards of BOD & TSS • Operator System Maintenance

The BEST wastewater treatment system...

Completely packaged for commercial, single & multi-residential, sub-division development, shopping centers, civic centers, and schools.

Quality wastewater treatment for commercial shopping center - underground and hidden from view.
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Wastewater treatment facilities play an important role in society, as urban and rural populations continue to grow. However, these facilities become increasingly over-taxed and unable to meet the demands placed upon them. These increased demands cause many current wastewater treatment plants to operate near or at capacity. In addition, many treatment facilities were originally constructed decades ago and utilize technology that is currently failing. Failing or inadequate treatment facilities pose an environmental concern, especially in light of increasingly stringent municipal, state, and federal environmental standards.

International Wastewater Technologies, Inc., has recognized the issues of increased energy costs, maintenance costs, and the cost of failed equipment on our environment and taxpayers. It is for these reasons that we look at wastewater equipment and technologies. Equipment that will save on energy, maintenance, and can stand the rigors of the corrosive and non-forgiving environments that they must be exposed to.

Simply put, we supply our customers the best equipment in the industry. We do not settle for second best, and neither should you!

Infiltrator Water Technologies’ products and services improve the performance of onsite systems by delivering greater infiltrative capacity, ensuring higher quality installations and making more efficient use of space.

Wilo USA continues to offer highly reliable and durable submersible pumps & mixers, as well as a full line of high efficiency pumps, commercial pumps, and well pumps.

Also specialize in -
Lift Stations • Grease Interceptors • Holding Tanks
Pumps • Control Panels • Blowers • Compressors
International Wastewater Technologies, Inc.

Specializing in High Quality Equipment, Technology & Service That Exceeds Our Customer Expectations at Competitive Prices!

PUMPS
Wastewater & Water
• Submersible
• Dry Pit Submersible
• Sump
• Dewatering
• Vertical Turbine
• Horizontal End Suction
• Trash & Solid-Handling
• Self Priming Centrifugal

Industrial Vertical Cantilever
• Vortex • Centrifugal
Industrial Vertical Immersion
• Sump

LIFT STATIONS
• Retrofit • Complete Packages
• Fiberglass or Concrete Vessel

TANKS
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL ABOVE OR UNDER GROUND

FIBERGLASS
• Water
• Wastewater
• Septic
• Aerobic
• Grease Interceptors

UV Disinfection Units
• UL-Recognized
• Maximum contact time
• 125uW/cm² lamp output
• Easy cleaning
• Integrated components and controls.

CONTROL & AUTOMATION
As a reputable UL Panel Shop, California Motor Controls has had the opportunity to build electrical and pump control panels for a variety of industries applications such as commercial and municipal lift stations, agricultural and domestic water wells, water pressure booster and many more.

BLOWERS
• Centrifugal, Regenerative
• Complete Packages
• Oil-Free Vacuum Pumps
• Complete Vacuum Systems
• Oil Flooded Vacuum Pumps
• Small Aerobic Wastewater Compressors

GATES
VAG Valve and Gate Group

DRAINAGE
Trench drain systems work well in manufacturing & industrial facilities, parking areas, swimming/ sport facilities, tracks & athletic fields, high volume roadside applications, and airports.

STORMWATER CHAMBERS
By using CULTEC chambers, rainwater is collected in inlet structures and piped to an underground retention/detention system. CULTEC provides a complete stormwater management plan consisting of filtration, conveyance, storage and infiltration.

GATES
Fontaine

SST or Aluminum Self-Sealing - True UHMWPE
Self - Adjusting
ISO9001, Certified to ANSI/NSF61

• Sluice
• Slide
• Bulkhead
• Stop Logs
• Channel
• Flap
• Pivot
• Mud Valves
• Telescoping Valves

DISINFECTION SYSTEMS
• Chlorine Tablet Feed

... AND MUCH MORE ACCESSORIES & WASTEWATER EQUIPMENT AT OUR SHOWROOM!!

Phone: (808) 833-2298 • Fax: (808) 842-7719 • Email: sales@iwt-epw.com